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A rational function is one such that [latex]f(x) = \ frac { P(x) { Q (x) } [/latex], where [latex]Q(x) eq 0 [/latex]; the domain instances of a rational function can be calculated. Describing rational functions, including the key domain Takeaways key points a rational function is any function that can be written as the ratio of two polynomial functions, where the
polynomial of the denominator is not equal to zero. The domain [latex] f (x) = \ frac { P(x) { Q(x) } [/latex] is the range of all points [latex] x [/latex] for which the denominator [latex] Q (x) [/latex] is not zero. Domain restrictions in a rational function can be determined by setting the denominator equal to zero and resolved. [latex] x [/latex] - value in which the
denominator equals the zero named singularity and not in the function's domain. Clear Theme domains: The set of all input values ([latex] x [/latex]) on which is a defined function. Rational function: Any function of value can be expressed as the quotient of two polynomial (where the polynomial of the denominator is not zero). singularity: [latex] x [/latex] - value
in which a rational function is not defined, for which the denominator [latex] Q (x)[/latex] is zero. vertical asentot: A vertical straight line that a closing arbitrary curve approaches, as it goes through infinite. denominator: The number or expression written below the line of a fraction (thus, [latex]2[/latex] of [latex] in [latex]\{1}{2}[/latex]). A rational function is any
function that can be written as the ratio of two polynomial functions. Neither the coefficient of the polynomials or the values taken by the function, are necessarily rational numbers. Any function of a variable, [latex] x [/latex], to call a rational function if, and only if, it can be written in the form: [latex] f(x) = \ dfrac { P(x) { Q (x) } [/latex] where [latex] P [/latex] and
[latex] Q [/latex] are polynomial functions of [latex] x [/latex] and [latex] Q(x) eq 0 [latex]. Note that each polynomial function is a rational function with [latex] Q(x) = 1 [/latex]. A function that cannot be written in the form of a polinomal, such as [latex]f(x)=\Sin(x)[/latex], is not a rational function. However, the irrational adjective is not generally used for functions.
A constant function such as [latex]f(x)=\pi[/latex] is a rational function since the constants are polynomial. Note that the function itself is rational, though the value of [latex]f(x)[/latex] is irrational for all [latex] x [/latex]. The domain of a domain rational function in a rational function [latex] f (x) = \ frac { P(x) { Q (x) } [/latex] is the range of all values [latex] x [/latex]
for which the denominator [latex] Q (x) [latex] is not zero. For a simple example, consider the rational function [latex]y = \ frac {1} {x}[/latex]. The domain is composed of all values of [latex] x eq 0 [/latex]. Domain restrictions can be calculated by finding which is [latex] x [/latex] - value for which the denominator [latex] Q (x) [/latex] is zero. The rational function is
not defined for these [latex] x [/latex] - values, and these values are excluded from the domain set of the function. The numerator factory and denominator of rational functions help identify the singularities of rational algebraic functions. Singularity occurs when the denominator of a rational function equals [latex][/latex], whether the linear factor of the
denominator cancels out with a linear factor of the numerator. Example 1 Consider the rational function [latex]f(x) = \dfrac {(x^2 - 3x - 2) { (x^2 - 4) } [/latex] Domains of this function include all values of [latex]x[/latex], except where [latex] x^2 - 4 = 0 [/latex]. We can factor the denominator to get the singularity of the function: [latex] x^2 – 4 = (x + 2) (x - 2) [/latex]
Put each linear factor equal to zero, we have [latex] x + 2 = 0 [/latex] and [latex] x -2 = 0 [/latex]. Solve each of these solution yield [latex]x = -2 [/latex] AND [latex] x = 2 [/latex]; So the domain includes all [latex]x[/latex] not equal to [latex]2[/latex] or [latex]-2[/latex]. This can be seen in the graph below. Domain of a function: graph of a rational function with
equations [latex]\frac{(x^2 - 3x - 2) { (x^2 - 4) }[/latex]. The domain of this function is all values of [latex] x [/latex] except [latex] + 2 [/latex] or [latex]-2[/latex]. Note that there are vertical asentots in [latex] x [/latex] - values of [latex]2 [/latex] and [latex]-2[/latex]. This means that, although the function approaches these points, it is not defined in them. Example 2
Consider the rational function [latex] f (x) = \ dfrac { (x + 3) } (x^2 + 2) } [/latex] The domain This function is all values of [latex] x[/latex] except those where [latex] x^2 +2=0[/latex]. However, for [latex] x^ 2 + 2 = 0 [/latex], [latex], [x^2[/latex] would need to equal [latex] -2 [/latex]. Since this condition cannot be satisfied by a real number, the domain of the function
is all real numbers. Asymptotes A rational function can have at most one horizontally or horizontal asentot, with many possible vertical asentots; these can be calculated. Determining when simplifying a rational function will be horizontal, oblique, or vertical Key Takeaways Clear Points An asentot of a curve is a line, such as what the distance between the
curve and the zero line approaches as they tend to infinite. There are three types of symptoms: horizontal, vertical and oblique. A rational function has at most one horizontal or oblique asentot (slant) asentot, and perhaps very vertical asentot. Asentot vertical occurs in the singularity of a rational function, or points to which the function is not defined. They
only happen in singularities where the associated linear factor in the denominator remains after cancellation. The existence of a horizontal or oblique depends on the polynomial degrees of the numerator and denominator. Key Term Simplator: A straight line that a closing arbitrary approach curve, as it goes to infinity. oblique: Not erect or perpendicular;
neither parallel nor at the right angle, the base; eternal; inclined. Rational function: Any function of value can be expressed as the quotient of two polynomial (where the polynomial of the denominator is not zero). In analytic geometry, an assembly of a curve is a line like which distances between the curve and the zero approach line as they tend to be infinite.
There are three types of symptoms: horizontal, vertical and oblique. The horizontal simplator of the horizontal line curve that the graph of the approaches functions as [latex] x [/latex] tends to [latex] + \ enfty [/latex] or [latex] - \ enfty [/latex]. The horizontal simplator is parallel to [latex] x [/latex] -axis. Vertical asentot are vertical lines near which the function
grows without bound. They parallel with [latex] are [/latex] -axle. An asymptote that is neither horizontally or vertically is an oblique (or slant) asentot. These are diagonal lines so that the differences between the curve and the line approaches [latex][/latex] as [latex] x [/latex] tend to [latex] + \ inftention [/latex] or [latex] - \ enfty [/latex]. Each type of asentot is
shown in the graph below. Graphs and simptotes: the graph of a function with a horizontal ([latex]y=0[/latex]), vertical ([latex] x = 0 [/latex]), and assuming oblique (blue line). Example 1 Consider the equation graph [latex] f (x) = \ frac {1} {x} [/latex], shown below. The coordinates of the dots on the curve are in the form [latex](x,\frac{1}{x})[/latex] where [latex] x
[/latex] is a number other than 0. Graph of [latex] f (x) = 1 /x [/latex]: Both [latex]x [/latex] - and [latex] are [/latex] - the axis are asenttoptes. Note that as the positive values of [latex] x [/latex] become larger and larger, their corresponding values in [latex] are [/latex] becoming infinitely small. However, no matter how big [latex] x [/latex] gets, [latex]\frac {1}{x}
[/latex] never [latex] [latex], so the curve never actually touched [latex] x [/latex] - axis. [latex] x [/latex] -axis is a horizontal asteot in the curve. Similarly, as the positive values of [latex] x [/latex] become smaller and smaller, their corresponding values in [latex] are [/latex] getting bigger and larger. So the curve is extended further and further upper as it reaches
closer and closer [latex] to [/latex]-axle. [latex] are [/latex] - axle is a vertical asentot to the curve. Asymptotes in Rational FunctionS A rational function has at most one horizontal or oblique asymptote, and maybe very vertical asentot. Vertical asentot occurs only when the denominator is zero. In other words, vertical asentots occur in singularities, or points
where the rational functioning is not Vertical asentot only occurs in singularities when the associated factor in the denominator remains after cancellation. For example, consider the function: [latex] f (x) = \ dfrac { (x-1) (x + 2) { (x-1) (x + 1) } [/latex] We can identify from the linear factors of the denominator that two singularities exist, in [latex] x = 1 [/latex] and
[latex] x = -1 [latex]. However, the linear factor [latex](x-1)[/latex] is cancelled with a factor in the numerator. Thus, the only vertical asentot for this function is in [latex] x = -1 [/latex]. The degree of the numerator and degree of the denominator determine whether there is any horizontal or oblique asentot. The existence of horizontal asentot depends on the
polinomal degree of the numerator ([latex]n [/latex]) and the polinomial degree of the denominator ([latex] i [/latex]). There are three possible cases: If [latex]n&gt;m[/latex], then there is no horizontal asentot (however, if [latex]n = i +1[/latex], then there exists an asentot slant). If [latex]n&lt;m [/latex], then [latex] x [/latex] -axis is a horizontal asentot. If [latex] n = i
[/latex], then a horizontal asentot exists, and the equation is: [latex]\quad\quad=\frac{{Coefficient of higher power terms in numerator}}{text{coe enough in terms that higher power in denominator } } [/latex] When the numerator of a rational function has degrees exactly one greater than the denominator, the function contains an oblique asentot (slant). The
asymptote is the polynomial term after splitting the numerator and denominator, and it is a linear expression. Example 2 Find any vertical asentot to [latex] f (x) = \ dfrac { (x-1) (x + 2) } { (x-1) ^2 (x + 1) } [/latex]. Notice that, based on the linear factors of the denominator, singularities exist in [latex] x = 1 [/latex] and [latex] x = -1 [/latex]. Also notice that a linear
factor [latex] (x-1) [/latex] is cancelled with the numerator. However, a linear factor [latex] (x-1)[/latex] remains in the denominator because it is square. Therefore, a vertical asentot exists in [latex] x = 1 [/latex]. The linear factor [latex] (x + 1) [/latex] also does not cancel outside; so a vertical asentot also exists in [latex]x = -1 [/latex]. Example 3 Get any
horizontal or oblique aspit to [latex] f (x) = \ dfrac {2x^2 + x + 1 { x { x { x ^ 2 + 16 } [/latex]. Because the polynomials in the numerator and denominator have the same degree ([latex]2[/latex]), we can identify that there is only one horizontal asentot and no asentot oblique. The coefficient of the highest power term is [latex] 2 [/latex] to the normal and
[latex]1[/latex] of the denominator. Hence, horizontal is provided by: [latex]y=\frac{2}{1}=2[/latex] Solve problem with rational function [latex] x [/latex] – in September to rational functions found by putting the polynomial of the numerator equal to [latex]0[/latex] and resolved for [latex] x [latex]. Use the numerator of a rational function to solve zero Key
Takeaways key points are [latex]x[/latex] - intercepted (known as zero or root) to a function are points where the intersect graph [latex] x [/latex] -axis. Rational functions can have zero, one, or multiple [latex] x [/latex] - intercepted. For any function, [latex] x [/latex] - intercepted are [latex][/latex]-value for which the function has a value of zero: [latex] f(x) = 0
[/latex]. For rational functions, [latex] x [/latex] - Intercepted exists when the numerator is equal to [latex]0[/latex]. For [latex] f(x) = \ frac { P(x) { Q(x) } [/latex], if [latex]P(x) = 0 [/latex], then [latex]f(x) = 0 [/latex]. Key Terms denominator: The number or expression written below the line of a fraction (therefore [latex]2[/latex] into [latex] at [latex]\frac {1}{2}[/latex]).
Rational function: Any function of value can be expressed as the quotient of two polynomial (excluding divisions by zero). numerator: The number or expression written above the line of a fraction (thus [latex]1[/latex] of [latex] in [latex]\frak{1}{2} [/latex]). Remember that a rational function is defined as the ratio of two real polynomials and the condition that the
polynomial of the denominator is not a zero polynomial. [latex]f(x) = \ draft { P(x) { Q(x) } [/latex], where [latex] Q (x) eq 0 [/latex] An example of a rational function is: [latex] f (x) = \ dfrac {x + 1}2x^2x - x - 1 } [latex] rational functions can be graph on the coordinate plane. We can use algebraic methods to calculate [latex]x[/latex] - intercepted (known as zero or
root), which is the point where the intersection of the graph [latex] x [/latex] -axis. Rational functions can have zero, one, or multiple [latex] x [/latex] - intercepted. For any function, [latex] x [/latex] - intercepted are [latex][/latex]-value for which the function has a value of zero: [latex] f(x) = 0 [/latex]. In rational function instances, [latex] x [/latex] - Intercept exists
when the numerator is equal to [latex]0 [/latex]. For [latex] f(x) = \ frac { P(x) { Q(x) } [/latex], if [latex]P(x) = 0 [/latex], then [latex]f(x) = 0 [/latex]. In order to resolve rational functions for [latex]x[/latex]-intercepted, put the polinomial in the numerator equal to zero, and settle for [latex] x [/latex] by applicable location factors. Example 1 Get [latex] x [/latex]intercepted in this function: [latex]f(x) = \ scrap {x^2 - 3x + }x^2 - 2x - } [/latex] Enter the numerator of this rational function equal to zero and resolve to [latex] x [/latex]:[latex]\ start { Align} 0 &amp;gt; x^2 - 3x + 2 \\ (x - 1) (x - 2) \ end { end alignment } [/latex] Solution for this polynomial is [latex] x = 1 [/latex] or [latex] x = 2 [/latex]. This means that this function
has [latex]x[/latex] - intercepted in [latex]1 [/latex] and [latex]2[/latex]. Example 2 Find [latex] x [/latex] - intercepted in the function: [latex]f(x) = \ draft {1}{x}[/latex] Here, the numerator is a constant, and therefore cannot be set equal to [latex]0 [/latex]. for sure none [latex] x [/latex] - intercepted. Example 3 Get the roots at: [latex] g(x) = \ dfrac { x^3 - 2x } { 2x^ 2
- 10 } [/latex] Factor numerator , we have: [latex]\start { Alignment } 0&amp;gt; x^3 - 2x \x (x^2 - 2) \ end { alignment }[/latex] Give the factor [latex] x [/latex], the polynomial is equal [latex]0 [/latex] when [latex] x = 0 [/latex]. Let the second factor equal zero, and settle for [latex] x [/latex]:[latex] x^2 – 2 = x \ 2 = 2 \x = \pm \ sqrt{2} [/latex] So there are three roots,
or [latex]x[/latex] -intersept:[latex]0[/latex], [latex]-\sqrt{2}[/latex] and [latex]\sqrt{2} [/latex]. These can be observed in the function graph below. Graph of [latex] g (x) = \ frac {x^3 - 2x }2x {2x^2 - 10 }[/latex]:[latex]x[/latex] -intercept exists at [latex]x = -\sqrt{2}, 0, \sqrt{2} [/latex]. Simplified, Multiply, and Divide Rational Expressions A rational expression can be
treated like a fraction, and can be manipulated across multiplication and division. Practicing Simplified, Multiply, and Divide Rational Expressions Clear Takeaways Point a Rational Expression is a lemon of two polinomials, where the polinomial of the denominator is not zero. Rational expressions can be often simplified by removing themes that can factor out
of the numerator and denominator. These can be either numbers or functions in [latex] x [/latex]. Rational expressions can be multiplyed simultaneously. The numerators in each are multiplying together, as well as the denominator. Sometimes, it is possible to simplify the resulting fraction. Rational expressions of one can be divided by one another. This
follows the rules for dividing the fractions, where the dividend is multiplyed by the reciprocal of the division. Clear Theme Expression: An arrangement of denome value symbols, operation performed on, with grouping symbols, e.g.[latex]\displaystyle\frac{(2x+4)}{2}[/latex] rational expressions: An expression that can be expressed as the quotient of two
polinomial, where the polynomial of the denominator is not zero. polynomial: An expression that includes a sum of a number ending in terms, each term being the product of a constant coefficient with one or more variables raised from a non-negative integer power, such as [latex] a_n x^n+n+a_{n-1} { n-1 } ++a_0 x^0[latex]. Importantly, because all exponents
are positive, it is impossible to divide by [latex] x [/latex]. A rational expression is a fraction involving polynomial, where the polynomial of the denominator is not zero. Just like a fraction involving numbers, a rational expression can be simplified, multiply, and divided. The rules for such operations often mirror the rules to simplify, multiply, and divide fractions.
Performing these operations on rational expressions often involves polinomal expression factors from the numerator and denominator. Simplify a Rational Expression Rational can be simplified by the numerator factor and denominator where possible, and term cancellation. As a first example, consider the rational expression [latex]\frac{ 3x^3 }{x}[/latex]. This
can be simplified by canceling out a factor in [latex] x [/latex] of the numerator and denominator, which gives the expression [latex] 3x^2 [/latex]. Note that the domain of the equation [latex]f(x) = \frac{3x^3}x}[/latex] does not include [latex] x = 0 [/latex], as this would cause divisions by [latex]0[/latex]. The letter form is a simplified version of ancient graphically.
Consider a more complicated example: [latex]\showstyle \ frac { x^2 + 5x + 6 { { 2x ^ 2x + 5x + 2 } [/latex] This expression must be the first factor given to the expression [latex]\show\ { (x + 2) (x + 3) { (2x + 1) (x + 2) } [/latex] which, after cancelling the common factor of [latex] (x + 2) [/latex] from both the numerator and denominator, provides the simplified
expression [latex]\showstyle \ frac { x + 3 } { 2x + 1 } [/latex] Multiply Expressions Rational Expressions Rational Can Be Multiplyed And Divided In A Similar Way To Fractions. Remember that when the two fractions multiply together, the multimedia are multiplyed to yield the numerator of the products, and the denominator multiply to yield the denominator of
the products. For a simple example, consider the following, where a rational expression is multiplyed by a fraction of whole numbers: [latex]\displaystyle\frak{x^2+3}{2x-3}\times\frac{2}{3}[/latex] After the rule for multiplying fractions, Simply multiply their respective numerators and denominator: [latex]\showstyle\frac{2(x^2+3){3(2x-3)}[/latex]This can multiply at
yield [latex]\show \frac{2x^2+6}{6x-9}[/latex] Notice that we multiply the numerators together and denominator them together, but we didn't multiply the numerator by the denominator or vice-versa. We follow the same rules to multiply two rational expressions together. Operations are slightly more complicated, as there may be a need to simplify the resulting
expression. Example 1 Consider the following: [latex]\showstyle\frac{x+1}{x-1}\times\frac{x+2}x+3}[/latex] Multiplying these two expressions, we have the product: [latex]\showstyle\ { fract (x + 1) (x + 2) { (x-1) (x + 3) } [/latex] Multiply out the numerator and denominator, this can be written like: [latex]\showstyle\frac{x^2+3x+2}{x^2+2x-3}[/latex] Notice that this
expression cannot be simplified further. Divide Rational Expressions divide rational expressions to follow the same rules as dividing the fractions. Remembering rules for dividing fractions: The dividend is multiplyed by the reciprocal division. The same applies to divided rational expressions; The first expression is multiplyed by the reciprocal second. Example
2 Consider the following: [latex]\showstyle\frac{x+1}{x-1}\div\frac Rather than splitting the expressions, we multiply [latex]\montrestyle\frac{x+1} {x-1}[/latex] by the reciprocal of [latex]\montrestyle\frac{x {1}[/latex] not the reciprocal of [latex]\ show \ frac { + 2 } x + 3 } [/latex]: [latex]\ showstyle \ frac { x + 1 } {x-1 } \ times \ frac { x + 3 } {x + 2 } [/ latex] Then
multiplication is carried out in the same way as described above: [latex]\showstyle \ frac { (x + 1) (x + 3) } { (x-1) (x + 2) } = \ frac { x^2 + 3x + 3 }3 }x^2 + x - 2 } [/latex] The expression cannot be simplified further. Partial Fraction partial decomposition fraction is a procedure that is used to reduce the degree of either the numerator or the denominator of a
rational function. Practicing to break a rational function of partial fraction Clear Point Pranaways partial decomposition is a procedure that is used to reduce degrees of either the numerator or the denominator of a rational function, and involves dividing a report up into multiple simple reports. In math terms, decomposition partial fraction turns a function into the
form [latex]\frac{frac{(x)}g(x)}[/latex], where [latex] f[/latex] and [latex] [g/latex] are both polinomials, into a function in the form [latex]\sum_{j}\frac{f_{j}(x)}{g_{j}(x)}[/latex]where [latex]g_{j}(x)[/latex] are polynomial which is the factor of [latex]g(x)[/latex]. The main motivation to decompose a rational function in a sum of simpler fractions is to make it simple to
perform linear operations on the sum. There are special cases that cannot be resolved by the methodology described here. These include rational and repeated root functions, and those where the degree of the polinomal in the numerator is greater than or equal to that of the denominator. Clear degree rules: the sums of the exponents of a term; order a
polynomial. polynomial: an expression that includes a sum of a sum of a term completion, each term being the product of a constant coefficient with one or more variables raised from a non-negative integer power, such as [latex] a_n x^n+n+a_{n-1} { n-1 } ++a_0 x^0[/latex]. Importantly, because all exponents are positive, it is impossible to divide by [latex] x
[/latex]. In algebra, decomposition of partial fraction (sometimes called partial fraction expansion) is a procedure that is used to reduce the degree of either the numerator or the denominator of a rational function. It involves dividing a report up into multiple simple reports. Here's an example of a report being divided into a sum of three simple reports:
[latex]\showstyle\frak{8x^2+3x-21}{x^3-7x-6}=\frac{1}{x+2}+ \frac{1}\frac{1} { x +2 } \fract{3}{1} \ fracture{1} { x + \ fract{1} \ fraction{1} { x + 2 } \ frac{1} \x + Frac{1} \ x++Frac{1}\Frac{1}\\fraction{1}\x+\frac{1}\fraction{1}\x+\frac{1}\fraction{1}+\frac{1}\fraction{1}\x +\frac{1}\fraction{1}\x++frac{1}\fractured{1}&lt;2&gt;{x-3}+\fractures{4}{x+1}[/latex] In math terms,
expansion partial use change a rational function in the shape [latex]\frac{frac(x){g(x)}[/latex], where [latex] f [/latex] and [latex]g[/latex] are polynomial, in a function in the form [latex]\sum_{j}\frac{f_{j}(x)}{g_{j}(x)}[/latex]. The denominator of the terms of this summation, [latex]g_ {j}(x)[/latex], is the polynomial which in [latex] g(x)[/latex], and in general they are at
lower degrees. The main motivation to decompose a rational function in a sum of simpler fractions is to make it easier to perform linear operations on the sum. Reducing complex math issues via partial fraction decomposition allows us to focus on computers every single element of the decomposition rather than the more complex rational function. Steps to
decompose a rational function tell us there is a rational function [latex] R(x) = \ frac {f(x) }g(x) } [/latex], where the degree of the numerator is less than degrees in the denominator. Suppose [latex]R(x)[/latex] has a denominator that factors into other expressions, as [latex]g(x)=P(x)\cdot Q(x)[/latex], and that there is no repeated root. The first step to decompose
the function [latex] R(x)[/latex] is its denominator factor: [latex] \ display R(x) = \ frac { frac { f(x) { (x - a_1&lt; 8&gt;) (x - a_2)\cdots (x - a_p) } [/latex] where [latex]a_1,..., a_p [/latex] is the roots of [latex]g(x)[/latex]. We can then write [latex]R(x)[/latex] as partial fraction sum: [latex] R(x) = \ frac {c_1}(x - a_1) } +\fra{c_1 c_2}{(x -a_2)}+\cdots+\frac{c_p}(x - a_p)}
[/latex] where [latex]c_1,..., c_p[/latex] are constant. To complete the process, we must determine the values of these [latex]c_i[/latex] undetermined. To find a coefficient, multiply the denominator associated with it by the rational function [latex]R(x)[/latex]:[latex]c_i = (x - a_i)R(x)[/latex] This will provide an expression with a [latex] x [/latex]-value. Replace the
associated root [latex] a_i [/latex] in for [latex] x [/latex], and settle for the constant. The following issues provide a technical example of this. Example 1 Applies decomposition to the rational function [latex] f (x) = \ frac{1} { x^{2} + 2x-3 } [/latex] Factor the denominator, we have: [latex] x^{2} + 2x - 3 = (x + 3) (x-1) [/latex] So, we have the partial fraction
decomposition: [the F(x) = frac{1}{ x^x^{2} +2x-3 }= \frac{c_1}{x+3}+frac{c_2{x-1}[/latex] Now let's resolve to the constant [latex] c_1 [/latex]: [latex]c_1 = \ frac{1} { x^{2} + 2x-3 } (x + 3) = \ frac { x + 3 } { (x + 3 } ) (x-1) } = \frac{1} {x-1}[/latex] Replace [latex] x = -3 [[/latex] into this equation given to [latex]c_1 = - frac{1}{4} [/latex]. Use the same process to resolve
for [latex]c_2[/latex]:[latex]c_2 == \frak{1} { x^x^{2} +2x-3} (x-1) = \ frac {x-1} { (x + 3) (x-1) } = \ frak{1} { x + 3 } [/latex] Replace [latex] x = 1 [/latex] assign to [latex] c_2 == \frac{1}{4} [/latex]. Replacing the following coefficient of the decomposed function, we have: [latex]f(x) = \ frak{1} { x^x {2}^2x-3 }= \frac{1}{4}(\frac{-1}x+3 }+\frak{1} {x-1}) [/latex]. We wrote the
first rational function in terms of partial fraction. This is the most streamlined form possible, so we're finished. Example 2 Apply decomposition to the rational function [latex]g(x)=\frac{8x 2 + 3x - 21 }x ^ 3 - 7x - 6 } [/latex] Fakte denominated a, new genus: [latex] x ^ 3 - 7x - - So we have the partial fraction decomposition: [latex]g(x)=\frac{8x^2 + 3x - 21}{x^3 - 7x
- 6}=\frac{c_1}{(x+2)} + \frac{c_2}{(x-3)}+ \frac{c_3}{(x+1)}[/latex] We will now solve for each constant [latex]c_i[/latex]: [latex]c_1 = \frac{8x^2 + 3x - 21}{x^3 - 7x - 6} (x+2) = \frac{8x^2 + 3x - 21}{(x-3)(x+1)} [/latex] Substituting [latex]x=-2[/latex], we have: [latex]\begin {align} c_1 &amp;= \frac{8(-2)^2 + 3(-2) - 21}{(-2-3)(-2+1)} \\&amp;= \frac {32-27}{(-5)(-1)}
\\&amp;=1 \end {align}[/latex] [latex]c_2 = \frac{8x^2 + 3x - 21}{x^3 - 7x - 6} (x-3) = \frac{8x^2 + 3x - 21}{(x+2)(x+1)} [/latex] Substituting [latex]x=3[/latex] , we have: [latex]\begin {align} c_2 &amp;= \frac{8(3)^2 + 3(3) - 21}{(3+2)(3+1)} \\&amp;= \frac {72-12}{15} \\&amp;= 4 \end {align}[/latex] [latex]c_3 = \frac{8x^2 + 3x - 21}{x^3 - 7x - 6} (x+1) = \frac{8x^2 + 3x 21}{(x+2)(x-3)} [/latex] Substituting [latex]x=-1[/latex], we have: [latex]\begin {align} c_3&amp;=\frac{8(-1)^2 + 3(-1) - 21}{(-1+2)(-1-3)} \\ &amp;= \frac {8-24}{-4} \\ &amp;= 4 \end {align}[/latex] We have solved for each constant and have our partial fraction expansion: [latex]g(x)=\frac{8x^2 + 3x - 21}{x^3 - 7x - 6}=\frac{1}{(x+2)} + \frac{4}{(x-3)}+ \frac{4}{(x+1)}
[/latex] Additional Considerations There are some important cases to note , for which partial fraction decomposition functions more complicated. The decomposition of each of the below cases involves steps in addition to the people described above. If there are repeated roots in the denominator of a rational function (for example, consider [latex]G(x) = \ frac {
x + 2 } { (x-1) ^ 2 (x + 3) } [/latex], for which [latex] x = 1 [/latex] is a repeating root), additional steps to be taken to decompose the function. For a rational function [latex] R(x) = \ frac { f(x) { g(x) } [/latex], if the degree of [latex] f(x)[/latex] is greater than or equal to degrees in [latex]g(x)[/latex], the function cannot be decomposed in a right way. It is necessary to
make the Euclidean division of [latex] f [/latex] not [latex] g[/latex] using long polinomial divisions, provided [latex] f(x) = E(X)+h(x)+h(x)[/latex]. Divide in by [latex] g(x)[/latex] give [latex]\frac {frac{f(x)}{g(x)}=E(x)+\frac{h(x)}g(x)}[/latex], which you can then do the decomposition on [latex]\frac{h(x){g(x)}[/latex]. [latex]\frac{h(x)}{g(x)}[/latex].
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